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QI Choose the correct answer :- (1X20 =20 marks)

1-The ideas behind MBO were advocated and popularised by -----------

(A) Henery Fayol
(B) . Frederick Taylor
(C) Elton Mayo
(D) Chester Barnar

2 The experiment done by Taylor under Scientific Management were

(A) Motion study
(B) Fatigue study and Time study
(C) Motion study,Fatigue study and Time study
(D) Non of these

3 In what order do managers typically perform the managerial functions?

(A) organising, planning, controlling, leading
(B) organising, leading, planning, controlling
(C) planning, organising, leading, controlling
(D) planning, organising, controlling, leading

Managers who are responsible for making organization-wide decisions and establishing the plans
and goals that affect the entire organization are _____________.
(A) first-line managers
(B) top managers
(C)production managers
(D)research managers



5-All levels of management between the supervisory level and the top level of the organization
are termed _____________.
(A) middle managers
(B)first-line managers
(C)Supervisors
(D)foremen

6- _____________ is the process of getting activities completed efficiently and effectively with
and through other people.
(A) Leading
(B)Management
(C)Supervision
(D)Controlling

7 An automobile manufacturer that increased the total number of cars produced at the same cost,
but with many defects, would be _____________.
(A) efficient and effective
(B) increasing efficiency
(C)increasing effectiveness
(D)concerned with inputs

8. The five management functions of planning, organizing, commanding, coordinating, and
controlling was proposed by ______________.
(A) Frederick W. Taylor
(B) Henry Ford
(C) Chester Barnard
(D) Henri Fayol

9.Writing an organizational strategic plan is an example of the ______________ management
function.
(A)leading
(B) coordinating
(C)planning
(D)Organizing

10-A manager resolving conflict among organizational members is performing what function?
(A)controlling
(B) commanding



(C) directing
(D) leading

11-__________ developed a categorization scheme for defining what managers do, consisting
of 10 different but highly interrelated roles.
(A)Henri Fayol
(B)Henry Ford
(C) Henry Mintzberg
(D)Henry Morris

12-According to Mintzberg’s management roles, the _____________ roles are those that involve
people and other duties that are ceremonial and symbolic in nature.
a. Informational
b. interpersonal
c. technical
d. decisional

13-Managers with good __________ are able to get the best out of their people.
a. human skills
b. conceptual skills
c. technical skills
d. visual skills

14.A difference between traditional organizations and new organizations is that the new
organizations will be more
a. stable.
b. command oriented.
c. rule oriented.
d. dynamic.

15-Which of the following is not one of Fayol’s principles of management?
a. division of work
b. unity of command
c. discipline
d. equality..

16.The 14 principles of management are associated with whom?
a. Weber
b. Drucker
c. Taylor



d. Fayol

17.Bureaucracy defined as a form of organization characterized by __________________.
a. division of labor
b. clearly defined hierarchy
c. detailed rules and regulations
b. all of the above

18.While trying to describe a problem, one manager utilizes analysis of basic work tasks that are
performed in the organization. It is most likely that this manager has studied the work of
_______________.
a. Frederick Taylor
b. Edward Deming
c. Max Weber
d. Henri Fayol

19_____________ is a philosophy of management driven by continual improvement and
responding to customer needs and expectations.
a. Workplace religion
b. Workplace spirituality
c. Quality management
d. Knowledge management

20.A ______________ organization is one that has developed the capacity to continuously learn,
adapt, and change.
a.virtual
b. learning
c. traditional
d. Bureaucratic

QII Very Short answer questions ( answer in one - two lines ) ( 2X 5 = 10
marks )

1. Explain universal concept of management ?
2. Primary function of manager?
3. Define staff organisation?
4. Define functional orgnanisation?
5. Define MBO?



QIII Short answer questions ( answer in five -ten lines ) ( 2X 5 = 10 marks )
1. Expain pricipal of management formulated by Henry fayol?
2. Differntiate between formal and informal organisation?
3. Disscuss advantage of MBO?
4. Differntiate between management and administration?
5. Disscuss role of manager?
6. What do you mean by levels of management ?
7. Expalin the planning concept?
8. What do you mean by planning process?
9. What do you mean by organising concept?
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